MODEL: A-C-CM2
HALF SCALE

CONT. SILICONE BEAD
ALUM. PERIMETER CAP

ALUM. CURB FRAME
CONDENSATE GUTTER
SEALANT BY OTHERS
CURB ANCHORS BY OTHERS
2X WIDE CURB BY OTHERS
SHIM AS REQ'D. BY OTHERS
ROOFING BY OTHERS

DUAL DOME GLAZING

WEEP HOLES
5/8"
1 1/2"

INSIDE Ø CURB DIMENSION
1 1/2"

OUTSIDE Ø CURB DIMENSION
5/8"

MODEL: A-C-CM2
HALF SCALE

FRAME FINISH
○ MILL FINISH (MF)
○ BRONZE ANODIZE (BA)
○ CLEAR ANODIZE (CA)
PAINT: ○ BRONZE, ○ WHITE, ○ CUSTOM

DUAL DOME GLAZING
OUTER DOME  ○ CLEAR (AC)
○ WHITE (AW)
○ BRONZE (AB)
○ CLEAR POLYCARB.
○ WHITE POLYCARB.
○ OTHER:

INNER DOME  ○ CLEAR (AC)
○ WHITE (AW)
○ BRONZE (AB)
○ CLEAR POLYCARB.
○ WHITE POLYCARB.
○ OTHER:

PLAN VIEW
DUAL DOME GLAZING

OUTER DOME
○ CLEAR (AC)
○ WHITE (AW)
○ BRONZE (AB)
○ CLEAR POLYCARB.
○ WHITE POLYCARB.
○ OTHER:

INNER DOME
○ CLEAR (AC)
○ WHITE (AW)
○ BRONZE (AB)
○ CLEAR POLYCARB.
○ WHITE POLYCARB.
○ OTHER:

ALUMINUM CIRCULAR CURB MOUNTED FRAME DUAL DOME SKYLIGHT

CUSTOM
CUSTOM
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